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Instructions: 
 

1. Stamp saying onto Very Vanilla Cardstock and use a Circle Framelit to cut out. 
2. Fold the BASE card in half.  Stamp branch with leaves images from the Number of Years Stamp Set 

over front of card using Tip Top Taupe Ink.  Keep in mind where the “You’re in my thoughts” circle will 
be and stamp out from there.  

3. Using the branch with 3 leaves from the Beautiful Branches Thinlits cut out 3 of these and several 
smaller leaves using the small leaf framelit using Garden Green cardstock. 

4. Place circle or `dry fit` circle (without adhesive) to where you want on the front of the card.  Cut off 
some of the large leaves from the leaves branches you put through the Big Shop and start placing and 
gluing in behind where you want your finished Circle Saying to be.  Remember, the circle is just being 
used as a guide right now – we`ll adhere it later. 

5. Once you`re happy with your leaf placements, go ahead an add twine to the back of the stamped Very 
Vanilla circle using Tear & Tape Adhesive.  When done, adhere circle to front of card in the middle of 
your stamped leaf images using Dimensionals to pop up circle. 

6. Add a few solid single leaves from the Beautiful Branches THinlits package and place randomly 
amongst the larger leaves.  Enjoy finished Card! 

 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: Thoughtful Branches Bundle Special 
 
Thoughtful Branches Photo Polymer Stamp Set 
Beautiful Branches Thinlits 
140653 Number of Years 
 
Paper:  
138336 Tip Top Taupe (11 x 4 ¼”) Card Base 
102584 Garden Green 11 x 4 or scrap pieces 
101650 Very Vanilla 4”x4” scrap 
 
 
Ink: 
138325 Tip Top Taupe 
 
Other: 
 
141705 Layering Circles Framelits 
Dimensionals 
Linen Thread 
 
138309 Fine Tip Glue 
138995 Tear & Tape Adhesive. 
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